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Picking a paper

• Pick a paper that is about reinforcement learning, such as
  • A classic paper
  • A new, exciting paper
  • One related to a topic that interests you, possibly for a class project

• Pick a paper from a reputable source:
  • Examples conferences: ICML, IJCAI, N(eur)IPS, AAAI, IJCAI, RSS
  • Example journals: JAIR, JMLR, MLJ, Science, Nature

• Avoid:
  • Pure application papers with no broader insights (unless it’s a talking dog paper)
  • Venues that are not peer reviewed (arXiv postings without a corresponding publication)
Picking a team

• Two person teams are encouraged

• One person teams are OK
What to submit (on GradeScope) by 10/19

• The paper you want to present (title, venue and year, and link)

• Your team (one email per team is fine)
What if I can’t decide on a paper?

• Still submit something on 10/19

• Instead of submitting a paper, submit an explanation of what you’re interested in, and a request to have RP assign a paper to you that (approximately) aligns with your interests